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DICK HUGHES’ PORT JACKSON FIVE 
 
by Gail Brennan/John Clare 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[This review was published in the Sydney Morning Herald on Saturday July 18, 
1992. The performance took place at the Soup Plus venue on July 16, 1992.] 
 

he Soup Plus restaurant is currently celebrating its 20th birthday. For much of 
its life, it has been the central venue for traditional jazz, and a secondary but 
important forum for more recent styles. With his love for — some might say 

obsession with — historical detail, Dick Hughes has put together a band drawn from 
the famous Port Jackson Jazz Band and the more recent and slightly less famous 
Famous Five.  
 

 
 
Dick Hughes at the piano (above) PHOTO COURTESY ABC JAZZ. Below is part of a Ken 
Flannery-led group taken circa 1963-64 in Wentworthville, Sydney. Other than 
Flannery (trumpet) and Ron Mannix (clarinet), it includes John Sangster (drums) 
and Wally Wickham (bass)… PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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The latter band first played at this venue 15 years ago. Four members — pianist 
Hughes, trumpeter Ken Flannery, drummer Alan Geddes and bassist Wally Wickham 
— would probably be around retirement age in other professions. Yet all are 
possessed of an effortless vitality which communicated itself to young and old in the 
audience.  
 

 
 
Alan Geddes at the drums… PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
 
No doubt some of the younger listeners felt they were observing something rather 
quaint and even arcane, but that did not stop them swaying and clapping to the often 
glorious waves of music. Hughes's announcements were full of historical references 
and groaning puns that were saved by his delivery, which might be likened to  
 

 
 
Dick Hughes: Rumpole on speed… PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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Rumpole on speed. Having just played Fats Waller's Black And Blue, Hughes 
declared, "One Fats Waller does not a summer make." The band then played several 
more.  
 
Relative youngster Chris Taperell filled in on clarinet and tenor saxophone for John 
McCarthy, who is recovering from an operation. Primarily a pianist of distinction, 
Taperell nevertheless played beautiful harmonies in the ensembles and 
soloed with spirit and invention.  
 
While le tout ensemble was the thing, special mention must be made of the playing of 
trumpeter Flannery. I had also heard him on Wednesday night at the Musicians 
Club, where his solos got the least applause. Why should this be? Because they 
lacked filigree or display. Here is a musician, who may not have too many years left 
before the lip gives out, playing at an uncommon level. His tone in itself is worth 
careful attention. Without being penetrating, it is extremely full and rich. There are 
no air pockets in it. Elegant and dynamic note placement is his specialty.  
 

 
 
A 1952 shot of the Ray Price Dixielanders, a forerunner of the Port Jackson Jazz 
Band,  with L-R, Billy Weston (trombone), Ken Flannery (trumpet), Dick Jackson 
(clarinet), Jimmy Somerville (piano) and Price (guitar)… PHOTO COURTESY 
AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
 
Mention should also be made here of the enthralling music of Clarion Fracture 
Zone, which I was able to catch later in the evening. This world class contemporary 
band has just returned from another successful European tour and can be heard next 
Thursday at the Strawberry Hill. 
 
 


